
A GUIDE TO 
incredible sex

     WITH THE LIMBA FLEX



Hello, sexy!
You hold the key to hitting the right spot every 
time. This manual will get you started with  
must-knows and hot tips for your new toy.  
So, let‘s meet the LIMBA FLEX! 

For more languages, check: 
www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals



Wash me! Lube me up! 
Wash before and after every use, including the 
first. Use unscented soap or toy cleaner. Toy is 
100% waterproof and made of medical grade 
silicone. Don’t forget water-based lube!
It’s also safe to boil between uses! 

Butt-Safe! 
Enjoy! 

CLEAN
PLAY

REPEAT



Play with me!
Bend the LIMBA to the angle you want, then play 
away! If you want to switch it up, you can always 
bend it into another shape. 



OUR SILICONE IS HAND-MIXED 
TO CREATE THE VIVID COLORS 

YOU LOVE.

FACT



Ways to play
Try it in a harness. The LIMBA FLEX’s thin base 
lets you and your partner get super close. 

Stick it in place. The base suctions to flat  
surfaces like shower walls. 

Use it by hand for complete control over  
every thrust. 



Take me with you!
This slim dildo adds spice to a romantic getaway.  
It’s also great for the other kind of packing! Bend it into 
place when you’re getting ready for your night and give 
your partner an exciting surprise.



WHAT’S NEXT?

Love the LIMBA FLEX  
and can’t wait to try  

another toy? We think it 
pairs well with…



VOLTA 
Want clit vibration to 
go with your dildo? This 
vibe’s dynamic tips make 
it extra powerful. 

SHARE VIBE
Feel every thrust with  
this vibrating, wearable  
double dildo that’s shaped 
to hit the wearer’s G-spot.



Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE

1. Grab a coin.

2. Set the mood. (Lighting is everything!) 

3. Turn off your phone and turn on the music. 

 
LET’S PLAY!

1.  Choose the prize you want if you win. 

2.  Have a staring contest to see who goes first. 

3. On your turn, flip the coin.  
Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare

4. Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare  
and reads it to you. 



The winner is the first  
person to complete  
either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts. 



PRIZES 

 ·  Winner gets a strap-on BJ with the LIMBA FLEX.  

 ·  Winner picks out something skimpy for the 
loser to wear.

 ·  Winner suctions the dildo to the floor, then 
picks a song for the loser to ride it to. 

 ·  Loser poses for a naughty photoshoot or  
sketching session.  

 ·  Loser wakes the winner up with whispered dirty 
talk every morning for a week.  



FLIRT QUESTIONS

 ·  What position are you dying to try with the 
LIMBA FLEX?

 ·  If we could only have one kind of sex for a year, 
what would you choose?

 ·  Would you rather be bound and begging or 
wielding the riding crop? 

 ·  Pick a theme song for the first time we had sex.  

 ·  Let’s get retro! Sex on a waterbed or sex on a 
vibrating motel bed?

REMEMBER: consent is not only  important but 
also sexy! Make sure you both agree to these 
flirts and dares or make up your own!





DARE TASKS

 ·  Seduce me with a love song. Use the  
LIMBA FLEX as a mic.  

 ·  Teach me a handjob technique, demonstrating 
on the dildo.  

 ·  Take off an article of my clothing using only 
your mouth. 

 ·  Get me worked up by kissing, in order: my 
cheek, my earlobe, and the back of my neck. 
Take your time. 

 ·  I’ll pick the music. You give me a striptease. 

Be Playful


